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This is one book that you, the ardent researcher and public alike need to know about and read cover to cover. Timothy Good is a world-renowned researcher and author that has appeared on several television shows and written many books on the subject of UFOs and the military's secret agenda to debunk them. This has to be one of the best books on this subject. Included within are 431 pages of secret official documents and the complete cover-up of UFO sightings that our government and other governments have hidden for years. If you read no other UFO book this year this is the one you need to read.

You will be fascinated by the inside look at the subject of flying saucers that the military and the insiders of the military/industrial complex have seen and hidden for all of these years. Included are the inner workings of the CIA, the Magic 12 papers and the Roswell incident that you will not hear about anywhere else. The secrets that the military/industrial complex has tried to suppress and the inner workings of all countries have shared are enclosed in this fact based and comprehensive book that the average citizen never hears about.

Secrets that are revealed for the first time and have been brought to life for the first time anywhere are brought to life in a refreshing no hold barred literary compendium that is fit for the serious investigator or just the entertainment of a UFO buff.

The astronauts saw them on earth in a secret air base. The UFO that landed on a runway that was visible to the leaders of the air base.

The military sightings, the close calls of UFO/U S air force military planes and the other landings that have occurred for over a hundred years that our government knows about. Roswell was an enigmatic happening but who knows that before Roswell there was another craft that crashed and other entities were found!
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Timothy Good's book is an all encompassing look at a subject that is denied by the "elite" of the scientific world but as the book tells us that his research has brought him to speak before the Pentagon's Defense Airborne Reconnaissance Office and the headquarters of the French Air force!

Now think about that! Something that officially does not exist but yet they ask him to talk about it to the head of our nations defense leaders!

This book is not just a book to enjoy but also one that every UFO Investigator and researcher MUST read. If you only buy one book this year to read, NEED TO KNOW is the one!

Included in this compendium of known facts are:

In 1945 the US military recovered an alien spacecraft.

A French pilot serving in the USAF fired at a UFO in the first incident of this kind in 1945.

The US shot down several disks in the late 1940s; a period marked by an unprecedented wave of unexplained aircraft crashes.

I have several of Timothy Goods' books and He, in my opinion, is up there with the best UFO investigators of all times. In Fact I would rate him with the top 5 writers of this century into the facts surrounding the most world altering mystery of this planets history: the world of UFOS and their enigmatic pilots and crew.

So all of you UFO buffs do not ignore this most compelling and fact based book into the history of UFO sightings that our own government will not tell you. Open your minds and take in knowledge. It will amaze you, maybe frighten you, and maybe change your world as to the reality of our "visitors" and our place in the cosmic system. Your mind will be altered and your mind will be open to the mystery of the ages changed forever.